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RESIDENCE HALLS
AREY

BASEMENT - HALLWAY

SNACK AH01
PEPSI 11551922
AQUAFINA 10683111

BENSON

BASEMENT - HALLWAY

PEPSI 11313007
SNACK BH01
AQUAFINA 496400

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
BASEMENT - HALLWAY

AQUAFINA 496374
SNACK BG01
PEPSI 11379361

CAMBRIDGE

PEPSI 10912543

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
LOWER LEVEL

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines

SNACK NH01
PEPSI 11607224
HELLO GOODNESS 11607218

MA’IINGAN
Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
**CENTER OF THE ARTS**

**1ST FLOOR**

- **PEPSI** 11468838
- **AQUAFINA** 11118166
- **COFFEE** CACM1
- **SNACK** CA01

RESTROOMS

CHANGE MACHINE

**2ND FLOOR - HALLWAY**

- **PEPSI** 499086

---

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines

1ST FLOOR

3RD FLOOR

DOOR

ELEVATOR

STAIRS

HYER

PEPSI

11366698

SNACK

PEPSI

496056

SNACK

HY01

HY01

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
INNOVATION CENTER

1ST FLOOR

SNACK IC01  FRIDGE  FRIDGE  PEPSI
COUNTERTOP

LAURENTIDE

3RD FLOOR

AQUAFINA 496357  SNACK LT01

Colors:
- Green = Canteen Snack Machines
- Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
- Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines

BASEMENT LOUNGE

ROSEMAN

1ST FLOOR

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
STUDENT ATHLETIC COMPLEX CONT.

INDOOR TRACK

- BATHROOMS
- GATORADE 10877152
- BLEACHERS

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
UNIVERSITY CENTER

1ST FLOOR

PEPSI 11072482  SNACK UC01  TV  TV

WARHAWK ALLEY

UPHAM

1ST FLOOR

AQUAFINA 10340336  PEPSI 11468821  SNACK UH01

HALLWAY

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
VISITOR CENTER

1ST FLOOR

FRONT DESK

DOOR

PEPSI
496203

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines
1ST FLOOR WEIGHT ROOM HALLWAY

- Green = Canteen Snack Machines
- Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
- Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines

WILLIAMS CENTER

WEIGHT ROOM

SNACK ENERG WC01
SNACK WC02
PEPSI 11468839
AQUAFINA 10617754

CHANGE MACHINE
BATHROOMS
1ST FLOOR

AQUAFINA
10340334

PEPSI
10989412

COFFEE
WHCM1

SNACK
WH01

STAIRS

Green = Canteen Snack Machines
Blue = Pepsi Beverage Machines
Brown = Canteen Coffee Machines